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Llewellyn Scholtz, wearing many strategic hats within the educational technology space 
has revolutionized and disrupted education through his “future thinking approach”. Hi 
reimagination of education has championed many innovative projects, that has provoked a 
new way of thinking in terms of education.  
 

Also He is the CEO of G-CITI Campus, a global certified IT College that offers industry - led 
training to unemployed youth. The customized curriculum developed has leaped students 
directly within the workplace, closing the loop of unemployment within a period of 6 
months.  
 
As the founder and Executive Director of Genesis CITI / I-CAN Centre, more than 10 000 
training opportunities were created over a period of 4 years, through the I-CAN Centre, an 
initiative of the Western Cape Government, whereby Genesis CITI is the appointed Centre 
Operator. The inclusive approach towards technology has led to the potential in 
establishing more digital public access facilities across the country, in respect where 
Llewellyn leads the way in mentoring and consultation for community development using 
technology and sustainability. The social & education technology model developed 
incorporates both public and private sector as wings  towards access to technology, 
adoption of technology and the empowerment of digital skills.  
 

As a  Digital Education expert, Llewellyn provides consultation to educational institutions 
in aligning vocational curriculums towards recognized global vendor certification to ensure 
that tertiary students become 4IR Ready for the workplace.  
 
He also the Country Manager of the global award-winning educational technology partner 
mElimu that provides Africa and abroad a range of educational solutions! Llewellyn 
provides insight under Open2Study trademark into how Learning Management Systems & 
Online Examinations can be incorporated into Tertiary Institutions and Companies. 
 
 

He is also a passionate and inspirational keynote speaker addressing the digital divide in 
South Africa. He has travel extensively across Africa in representing a unified partnership 
called www.4ir-skills.africa . His story is life-changing, and his insight into the future of 
education is revolutionary. His weekly radio show (Radio 786) has an average of  5 000 
listeners tuned in per week as he educates citizens about the world of technology.  
 
Llewellyn were recently awarded the Western Cape Entrepreneurship Recognition Award in the category 
of Social Enterprise, where he leads a dynamic group in changing the narrative of education in South 
Africa.  

http://www.4ir-skills.africa/
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THE REAL RATIONALE   
 
The pandemic reset the workplace dynamics. We will remember the workplace 
as it was pre-Mar ’20 and what it will be hereafter.  With employees working 
remotely, the demand for Virtual Training skyrocketed. Learning & 
Development teams pivoted quickly to offer Virtual Trainings and geared up to 
address the changed dynamics in the new normal.  
 
Toward the second half of 2020, many Learning & Development teams began to 
evaluate the impact and value of the Virtual Training Transformation they had 
undertaken. Many have realized that “delivering training remotely or virtually” 
does not necessarily equal “effective remote learning” that the employees seek.  
 
As the planning for 2021 commences, there is a clear need to re-evaluate the 
options taken and arrive at a long-term blueprint for the corporate training 
delivery. While a lot may have changed in the shadow of the pandemic, the 
need to create and execute a learning strategy that has a real impact on learner 
behavior and business outcomes remains unchanged. 
 

 

www.gcitidigital.africa | www.open2study.online   

http://www.gcitidigital.africa/
http://www.open2study.online/
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Introduction to Open 2 Study – G-CITI DIGITAL SA 
 

Improving employee performance is an ongoing effort in every organization and 
today, more than ever, they seek measures to ensure that their investments in 
training deliver business results. 

 

The prevailing opinion is that people are the most important asset and talent will become 
the big competitive advantage in the times to come. It is for this reason that businesses 
should invest in their employees and place a greater importance on the development of 
their staff to grow and evolve with the organization with the integration of technology & 
digital tools! 
 
One of the most effective tools at your disposal is data. Actionable insights you can use to 
facilitate better customer service, manage employee performance, and identify crucial 
gaps. So, how to centralize every aspect of your business so that you can track online 
training initiatives and bring those pain points into focus? The solution is Learning 
Management System integrations.  
 
Organizational learning and development  
should be viewed as a process and not a  
single occurrence. What an organization  
needs is an LMS solution that creates an  
end-to-end learning experience, incorporating  
alignment to business outcomes right through to  
the measuring of return on investment (ROI).  
 
Creating your Annual Workplace Skills Plan (WSP)  
and your Annual Training Report (ATR) is difficult  
without the correct tools and accurate training  
reports. Open 2 Study user-friendly LMS allows  
organizations to easily implement a  
blended learning strategy.  
 

In today’s changing world, flexibility and remote or off-site working is becoming the norm. 
The phenomena has slowly been taking hold in countries across the globe, however, only 
picked up serious consideration with the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic, which forced 
companies to have employees work from home. This is the same premise on which the new 
way of learning and development is taking place.   
 
Employees are learning at their own pace in their own time, while they continue with their 
daily work. It can identify and manage their training requirements easily and submit 
training requests while managers are able to approve these training requests if they are 
within the learning and development plan agreed by the company.  
 

 

https://elearningindustry.com/directory/software-categories/learning-management-systems/integrations/salesforce-crm
https://elearningindustry.com/directory/software-categories/learning-management-systems/integrations/salesforce-crm
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Why does your business need a Learning Management System? 
 

 

        Standardize training practices 
        Remove the hassle of off-site training 
✅ Effectively assess candidate progress 
        Scale to hundreds of users 
     Manage from one central, secure  
digital environment 
 
 
The right training is vital to the improved performance of every business. Whether you 
are a multi-national corporation in need of an enterprise solution, or an SME requiring a 
user-friendly e-learning platform, we are able to develop a customized software solution 
to meet the needs of your business whilst supporting your candidates / employees every 
step of the way. 
 
 

Our Services Include: 
 • Admission Portal (AP) 
 • Training needs analysis 
 • Curricula Development 
 • Change Management  
 • LMS Development 
 • Training Material Creation 
 • AP to handle online queries 
 • Customer Support Centre 
 
 
As with any organization, regardless of size, having a system in place that can automate 
the training process is essential. A Learning Management System (LMS) has become an 
integral part of any online training solution. If you’re unsure of whether your business 
requires an LMS, the benefits should put your doubts to rest. 
 
The benefits of online training are multiple and make achieving your business goals easy. 
An LMS allows you to implement effective training, that an employee is able to complete 
at their own pace, in their own time. This means that your training programme has the 
benefits of being affordable (limited travel time and training costs), timesaving, non-
disruptive, and consistent. 
 
Technology integration enables us to deliver the best training intervention to every 
individual in an organization, driving performance, measuring compliance and ensuring 
user  adoption – no matter where they are located.  
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Strategic Benefits of using an LMS in your Company 
 

Improve Online Training ROI 
Boosting LMS functionality translates into better 
returns on your investment. You get more from 
your toolbox because apps can communicate 
with each other and share crucial online training 
data.  
 

Reduce Redundancies And Human Error 

Information can get lost in the data migration 
shuffle. Especially if you work with numerous 
apps to manage performance and business 
operations. LMS integrations help prevent data 
input errors and redundancies. For instance, you 
don’t have to upload user data for every platform 

or manually enter online training data—the 
software automatically syncs to track their 
progress and performance.  
 

Boost Customer Service And Sales 

Some LMS integrations involve CRM or 
eCommerce apps to improve customer service 
stats and broaden your profit margin. They seal 
the deal more often because all the actionable 
CRM data and support tools are in one place. It’s 
convenient to bridge performance gaps and 
achieve their sales potential. 
 

 

 

Turn your organization around! 
 

Organizations have a big challenge in responding to the new standard of learning that 
matches the remote learners needs and is able to equip them at the moment of their 
need. 
Clearly discrete, structured, and Formal Training alone would not work. Instead, a learning journey with 
room for refresh, reinforcement, practice, coaching, or mentoring support is mandated.  
 
The key to maximizing LMS functionality is to invest in a platform that offers the targeted apps you need 
to streamline in-house collaboration, a Learning Management System that makes it easy for your team 
to communicate, evaluate online training data, and manage crucial business initiatives.  
 

OPEN 2 STUDY LMS has the experience to manage and implement ongoing training initiatives 
into developing world territories where operations need to be sustained, often with limited IT 
infrastructure. Our robust LMS is uniquely set up to serve as a global communication platform 
that can reach all of your employees and ensure compliance and brand protection. 
 


